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recise and accurate are two words that
I would use to sum up Danish firearm
manufacturer
Schultz
&
Larsen.
Renowned for their silky smooth bolt,
accuracy and superior three lug locking
system, it is apparent from the moment you lay
eyes on a Schultz & Larsen rifle, their quality of
workmanship is simply their standard.
A rifle that is balanced, points and shoulders
effortlessly, along with the rifles ability to easily
swing on moving game, is in my opinion what a true
hunting rifle should be capable of delivering.
The 560mm barrel length and light sporter profile
(tapering down to a 16mm / 5/8” muzzle diameter
with a 14x1mm threaded cap) assist in keeping
the carry weight down without sacrificing muzzle
velocity. This is particularly useful with the flatter
shooting cartridges like the 6.5 x 55 Swede, 6.5 x
.284, .270 Win, 7mm-08 and the 7x64 Brenneke.
Sighting the Hunter Traveller in over a rest with
factory ammunition, starting with 130gr load and
following the standard barrel run procedure, (clean
after each shot for the first ten shots fired, followed
by every second shot until the final shot being
number twenty, keeping the barrel cool throughout
this process), then checking for point of impact with
150gr factory ammunition.
The amount of felt recoil would be best described as
mild. Achievable accuracy from both bullet weight
at a distance of 100metres was a very respectable
16mm three shot group, with a slight shift to the
left in regards to the point of impact from centre
experienced from the heavier 150grain factory load.
Consistently delivering accuracy from the entire
range of Schultz & Larsen rifles requires a hands on
approach with a particular eye for the finer details of
not only barrel manufacturing, but also the complete
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rifle. This commitment to quality over quantity is
in my opinion the standard that distinguishes the
premium rifle manufacturer apart from the rest.
Each Schultz & Larsen barrel is slowly drilled, using
plenty of lubricant to keep the temperature as low as
possible prior to the cut rifling process (depending
on whether it is a 4 or 6 grooved rifling, this can take
up to 1 to 1 1/2 hours), with the final step of honing
using a tin lap. This process is time consuming, but
the quality of the finish is second to none as is the
ease of barrel cleaning.
Being a semi take down rifle (the barrel is removable
via the two locking screws that clamp the front of
the receiver to the machined spigot of the barrel,
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these are accessed from the right hand side of the
stock) and due to the care placed in the machining
tolerances, there is zero noticeable shift in the point
of impact when the rifle is reassembled. The Hunter
Traveller packs down securely back into the sturdy
lockable travel case it is sold with. There is also
provision in the case, for a scope recess to be cut out
and inserted into the hi density foam, ideal for those
hunting trips afield.
All of the Schultz & Larsen actions are made from
solid hi tensile steel round stock, which is machined
on a CNC lathe. The lack of tool marks is an indicator
that speed is not a priority of the company, with
their focus clearly on delivering consistent precise
tolerances.
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Strength, l would imagine that if Roy Weatherby
was comfortable with his choice to build his Deluxe
Magnum model chambered in .378WM and the
Deluxe model chambered in .270Win & .30/06
Weatherby rifles on Schultz & Larsen bolt actions
there is little more I can add.
Checking the contact faces of the three bolt lugs
to where they mate with the barrel in the cammed
close position indicted 100% contact across the
three locking lugs, revealing that the bolt is square
within the action itself and the chamber, as it should
be. With many manufacturers this is usually only
achieved when the action is trued up buy a gunsmith.
The factory adjustable trigger was set for a crisp and
repeatable 2 1/2 pound release, leaving little doubt
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or time to second-guess sear release.
Hunting with a traditional timbered, blued bolt
action rifle of this quality is always something to
look forward to. Walking the lignum choked creek
systems south west of Muttaburra Queensland,
usually reveals the odd feral pig. Hunting the fringe
of the lignum in the early hours of the morning for
pigs returning to cover, the Hunter Traveller is in its
intended element. Carried with minimal effort the
flat shooting .270 Winchester breaking the morning
silence, easily accounting for a brace of pigs over the
course of the morning. Suitably the Hunter Traveller
would not be out of sorts hunting the mountainous
west coast of South Island of New Zealand for Tahr
or Chamios.
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Rifle Specifications
Rifle type: Semi takedown
Barrel: 24”/ 600mm (measurement inclusive of chamber) blued chrome moly with cut rifling and honed
with tin lap.

Twist rate: 1 in 10
Action type: bolt action repeater.
Action screws: Two
Bolt: 3 locking lugs with plunger ejector and single claw extractor.
Extraction port: single large port right hand side.
Receiver scope base mounting type: pre-drilled and tapped and factory innomount system.
Trigger: adjustable single stage
Mounts: optional Schultz & Larsen zero & 20 MOA piccatinny rail, plus the factory innomount system.
Rings: factory Schultz & Larsen 30mm, 40mm & (innomount QD).
Bolt release: located left hand side rear of receiver
Safety: 3 position located right hand side rear of receiver
Stock: walnut heart wood
Stock finish: linseed oil
Sling studs: standard
Dry weight: 3.4kg
Magazine type: detachable
Standard Magazine capacity: 3 rounds with a 5 round magazine available.
Magazine material: blued steel
Traveller available in right handed model only
Available stock grades: 1 - 4
Standard caliber available:
22-250 Rem, 243 Win, 25/06 Rem, 6.5x 55mm Swede, 6.5x284, .270 Win, 7mm08, 7x64 Brenneke, 308Win,
30/06 Springfield & 8x57 JS

Magnum Calibers:
.270WSM, 7mm Rem Mag, .300WSM, .300 Win Mag, .338 Win Mag .358 Norm Magnum.

Other models include:
Legacy, Classic DL, Ambassador, Victory and for the long range / target shooter the Tactical.

Tools Required for barrel removal:
4mm Allen Key

Torque Settings for 5mm Barrel Screws:
12 Nm / 8.85ftlb (lubricated)

Australian Supplier:
Gone Hunting - Ph: 1300 338 300 - www.schultzlarsen.com.au
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